PROJECT PROFILE
EXCAVATION SUPPORT FOR RAILWAY BRIDGE AND HIGHWAY UNDERPASS
Until recently, some traffic exiting
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania utilized the
West End Bridge to cross the Ohio
River only to become entangled in congestion associated with the West End
Circle. The cause of the problem was
two railway overpasses that were out of
alignment with the West End Bridge.
A roadway improvement project involving the construction of a new railway bridge and highway underpass was
undertaken by PennDOT with the purpose of eliminating this traffic circle
and providing a direct connection between the West End Bridge and State
Route 19.
A constraint affecting the construction
was that railway traffic on the existing
embankment and overpasses could not
be interrupted except for a brief period.
Because the excavation support system
was offset only about 10 feet from the
centerline of the nearest track, the railway owner specified that the cumulative horizontal displacement at the top
of the wall be no more than 3/4 inches
to control settlement of the railbed.
The design that had originally been prepared for PennDOT comprised continuous sheet pile anchor and shoring walls

D’Appolonia-designed shoring wall after installation of Level 2 cross ties.

with numerous wall-to-wall tie rods.
This design concept required strict installation tolerances and would have
necessitated extended track outages that
were deemed unacceptable by the railway owner.
In cooperation with Brayman Construction Corporation, D’Appolonia developed a more constructible alternative
design that satisfied the stringent construction criteria established by Penn-

DOT and the railway owner. The
D’Appolonia design consisted of a continuous AZ-36 steel sheet pile shoring
wall (maximum height = 41 feet) crosstied beneath the railway corridor to an
opposing anchor wall consisting of discrete pairs of AZ-18 steel sheet piling.
The design utilized prestressed tendon
ties that limited the horizontal movement of the top of the wall to 1/2 inch
and substantially reduced the number of
cross ties required.
The anchor wall designed by D’Appolonia afforded the contractor generous tolerances for tie installation. The
steel strand/tendon ties that were selected in lieu of tie rods greatly reduced
the number of ties and drilling requirements and provided better control of
wall deflections. Another feature of the
design was that the anchor wall was
located farther from the railroad track,
enabling the contractor to install the
wall without affecting the railroad operations.
The alternative excavation support system designed by D’Appolonia was successfully implemented and exceeded
the project performance requirements.
The construction was accomplished
with minimal impact on railway traffic.

Completed shoring wall designed by D’Appolonia under railroad loading.

